In this work, high order splitting methods have been used for calculating the numerical solutions of the Burgers' equation in one space dimension with periodic and Dirichlet boundary conditions. However, splitting methods with real coefficients of order higher than two necessarily have negative coefficients and can not be used for time-irreversible systems, such as Burgers equations, due to the time-irreversibility of the Laplacian operator. Therefore, the splitting methods with complex coefficients and extrapolation methods with real and positive coefficients have been employed. If we consider the system as the perturbation of an exactly solvable problem(or can be easily approximated numerically), it is possible to employ highly efficient methods to approximate Burgers' equation. The numerical results show that the methods with complex time steps having one set of coefficients real and positive, say a i ∈ R + and b i ∈ C + , and high order extrapolation methods derived from a lower order splitting method produce very accurate solutions of the Burgers' equation.
Introduction
In this work we consider the numerical integration of the one-dimensional Burgers' equation where t and x represent time and distance in x-direction respectively, and ν > 0 is the kinematic viscosity parameter related to the Reynolds number R = 1/ν, was first given its steady state solutions by Bateman [1] . It was noticed later, by Burgers [2] , this equation is used in a mathematical modeling of turbulence. It is exploited in a different applied fields, such as in the context of gas dynamics, in a modeling shock waves, traffic flows and continuous stochastic process. On the other hand, Burgers' equation can be solved exactly for several initial data by Hopf-Cole transformation and the solutions can be represented as a Fourier series expansion [3, 4] . For different initial data, exact solutions are listed in [5] . Since the exact solutions are available for some limiting cases, i.e. some set of initial functions, it is natural to consider Burgers' equation for testing the performance of a numerical solver. Thus, many interesting papers on the numerical solution of Burgers' equation based on the finite difference, the finite element, the boundary element and the spectral methods exist in the literature [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] . Jain and Raja [16] have seperated Burgers' equation in two sub models, namely, the convection and the diffusion part, then used the finite difference method to solve each model problem successively and called as "splitting-up technique". Similar to this strategy, Jain and Holla [17] have used the cubic spline method and called "two-time-level splitting". Furthermore, the new algorithms along with the cubic spline method is proposed in [18] , which treats Burgers' equation as three sub problems, referred as "three-time-level splitting". We refer to [19] for time and space splitting techniques applied to the Burgers' equation and the modified Burgers' equation along quintic B-spline collocation procedure.
However, Godunov and Strang splitting methods have been applied to the Generalized Korteweg-De Vries Equations(KdV) and convergence properties of the both methods have been analyzed in [20] . In addition, a new analytical approach to the Godunov and Strang splitting methods presented in [21] for the KdV equation and in [22] for the particular examples of the PDEs with Burgers' nonlinearity, by using requirement of a well-posedness theory in Sobolev spaces. A wide variety of techniques have been considered up to recently, which have been limited to low orders of accuracy in time due to the combination of nonlinearity and stiffness in Burgers' equation. To obtain high order accurate solutions of stiff PDEs, the fourth-order modified exponential time-differencing method is presented in [23] .
In this work we are interested in numerical integration of the Burgers' equation using high order splitting methods with complex coefficients and extrapolation methods. Such procedures could allow us to integrate irreversible systems. Splitting methods with complex coefficients have been recently presented for the numerical integration of the autonomous and non-autonomous parabolic equations in [24, 25, 26, 27] . Since the Burgers' equation involves small viscosity parameter ν, we also consider splitting methods which designed for the perturbation of an exactly solvable problems (or can be easily approximated numerically). In usual, the presence of small ν is considered to be a numerical challenge. However utilizing perturbed system can take the advantage of smaller parameter.
It has been shown that splitting methods with real coefficients of order higher than two involve negative time steps [28, 29, 30, 31] and therefore this is undesirable for Burgers' equation. For this reason, we consider splitting methods with complex coefficients having positive real part and with real positive coefficients obtained by applying extrapolation techniques to a lower order splitting method. We use spectral methods for periodic boundary conditions, finite difference and Weighted Essentially Nonoscillatory (WENO) schemes for dirichlet boundary conditions as spatial discretization techniques. This allows us to adopt methods for system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) to solve the partial differential equation (1.1) numerically.
Splitting methods
Let us consider the nonlinear parabolic PDE of the form
u(x, t) ∈ R D , and where the (possibly unbounded) operatorsÂ,B andÂ +B generate C 0 semi-groups for positive t over a finite or infinite Banach space. For the sake of simplicity, we write the non-linear equation in the (apparently) linear form
where A, B are the Lie operators associated toÂ,B, i.e.
which act on functions of u(t). The formal solution of the (2.2) is given by u(t) = e t(A+B) u 0 , which is a short way to write 
which are referred as Strang splitting based on the pattern "ABA" and "BAB" respectively. For the nonlinear case high-order approximations based on the pattern "BAB" can be obtained 8) or, equivalently
where m is usually referred as number of steps of the method, and a 1 , ..., a m and b 1 , ..., b m are real or complex numbers(to be chosen) depending on the desired order of method [32, 31, 33] . If one takes b 1 = b m+1 = 0, then one transforms the pattern "BAB" into the pattern "ABA" with a different computational cost. Notice that the difference between the order of the indices in equations (2.8) and (2.9) is appeared by the Lie-derivative action and called as Vertauschungssatz [34] . Splitting methods with real coefficients of order greater than two necessarily contain some negative coefficients. In general, the semi-groups are not well defined for negative time steps. Positivity requirement on the coefficients prevents the use of splitting methods of order greater than two when operators A and B generates a C 0 semi-group of propagators. Independently, the results in [25] and [26] resolve the open question for the existence of the splittings methods of order two in the context of semi-groups. Additionally, the authors of [25] and [26] derived a new broad class of splitting methods with complex coefficients of order 3 to 14 by a method which is referred "triple-jump composition procedure", and presented theoretical error bounds in the linear case . At least formally, all results given in [25, 26] can instantly be stretched out to nonlinear case by replacing all exponentials with the corresponding nonlinear flows. The numerical results for the autonomous and non-autonomous nonlinear cases can be found in [25, 27] .
However, as already mentioned, one can consider using splitting methods designed for near integrable system to solve Burgers' equation because of the term involving small viscosity parameter ν. Therefore,Â(u(t)) is dominant part, i.e B (u(t)) Â (u(t)) . Furthermore, one can write equations (2.2) as 
. ., and ABA compositions are given by Ψ(h) = e ham+1A e hbmεB · · · e ha2A e hb1εB e ha1A , (2.13)
In these cases, the dominant error terms can be read as O( h p1 ) where p 1 is considered as relatively large values. Then, one can take into account the small parameter in the accuracy of the desired splitting methods. Let (p 1 , p 2 ) be an effective order of a method with p 1 ≥ p 2 that yields the local error O( h p1+1 + 2 h p2+1 ). Some methods of order (p 1 , 2) for p 1 ≤ 10 with all coefficients a i , b i are positive and methods of order (p 1 , 4) for p 1 = 6, 8 presented in [35] . In [36] , the order conditions of the symmetric splitting methods of a given generalized order (p 1 , 2) for p 1 ≥ 4 and (p 1 , 4) for p 1 ≥ 6 are presented by using Lyndon multi-indices and some schemes of order (p 1 , 4) for p 1 = 8, 10 are obtained by solving corresponding order conditions.
On the other hand, due to the cost of a multiplication, splitting methods with complex coefficients are computationally more costly than with real coefficients. To reduce the computational cost some new high order methods for which only one set of coefficients complex valued are proposed in [25, 27] . Additionally, the effective order of (6, 4) method is obtained in [27] with the coefficients a i being positive and real valued, whereas the coefficients b i being complex valued with positive real part. For non-autonomous perturbed systems, this last method is most efficient and stable.
Splitting methods for Burgers' equation
Considering initial value problem for the viscous Burgers' equation of the form
(2.14)
We now describe the framework of the splitting method, that is, to solve in succession the conservation law 15) and the diffusion equation
h the maps associated to the exact solution (or a sufficiently accurate numerical approximation) of the (2.15), (2.16) respectively. Then, we approximate the solution of (2.14) as
where Ψ h given by (2.8)(or 2.9) for small time step h. The readers can be suspicious about composing the solutions from (2.15) and (2.16) since (2.16) always produces smooth solutions while (2.15) results in discontinuous shock solution within a certain time interval depending on initial profile. We refer the readers two important research papers on this issue. Holden et.al [20] showed that if the initial data are sufficiently regular, the Strang splitting method converges to the smooth solution of full equation provided that the splitting step size for Burgers' step (2.15) is kept under control. Another study by Holden et.al [22] proved that splitting solution converges to the weak solution of the full equation assuming that the splitting procedure is convergent.
Methods for the Diffusion equation
In this section we consider the methods which have been used to approximate the diffusion equation (2.16).
Fast Fourier transform
Consider the equation (2.16) for x ∈ [0, 2π], t > 0, with periodic boundary conditions. Then, we can write the solution u(x, t) as 18) whereû k are Fourier coefficients of the initial function. The formula for the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) iŝ 19) where the spacing of the grid point is h = 2π N and the inverse DFT is given by
Above DFT can be computed by the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [37] . Now DFT for the equation (2.16) reads
of which solution can be written as followŝ
Finite difference method
To apply splitting schemes in case of homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, we employ fourth order finite difference method. If one discretizes equation (2.16) in space and the solution of the (2.22) can be easily computed by using Matlab's expmroutine.
Methods for the Conservation Law
In this section we consider the methods which have been used to approximate the Conservation Law (2.15).
Fast Fourier transform
If one uses DFT as described for the diffusion equation then the equation (2.15) becomes
where k = −N/2 + 1, . . . , N/2. On the other hand we can write above equation
F is the Fourier transform operator [37] . For our numerical experiment, we use fourth order runge-kutta scheme for nonlinear ODE (2.25) which can be done in a similar way given by [37, p 111].
WENO finite differences
Weighted Essentially Non-oscillatory (WENO) schemes for spatial discretization are proved to be very successful in the numerical treatment of convection dominated problems. The main idea of WENO finite difference is to use an adaptive interpolation or reconstruction procedure based on the local smoothness of the numerical solution to get high order accuracy and oscillation free behavior near discontinues. For the conservation law
The derivative (f (u)) x is approximated by
wheref j+1/2 is the numerical flux. In case of f (u) ≥ 0 ,the numerical flux of the fifth order WENO finite difference is given as follows [38] f j+1/2 = w 1f
Indeed thef (i) j+1/2 s are third order fluxes given bŷ
The non linear weights in 2.26 are given by
where the linear weights γ 1 = 
For detailed derivation of interpolation relations and reconstruction process we refer to the review article [39] . In numerical experiments, the ODEs system arising from WENO discretization of conservation law is solved by explicit fourth order Runge-Kutta. The splitting method of effective order (6, 2): ML(6, 2) 
The splitting method of effective order (6, 4): SM(6,4)
Numerical Results
In this section, we numerically illustrate the performance of the different higher-order splitting methods, which are useful when highly accurate solutions of the one-dimensional problem (1.1) are sought. To overcome positivity requirements on the coefficients for the achieving second order barrier we first consider extrapolation methods
and
If one takes the Strang splitting method (2.7) as the basic method Φ h with the exact flows, then one gets fourth-order method as
and sixth-order method as
respectively. We illustrate the results for the following schemes with real coefficients :
• Strang: The second-order symmetric Strang splitting method (2.7);
• ML(6,2): The second-order symmetric splitting method built for perturbed systems in [35] ;
• (EXT4): The fourth-order extrapolation method (3.3);
• (EXT6): The sixth-order extrapolation method (3.4);
and we illustrate the results for the following schemes with complex coefficients and a i ∈ R + :
• (RC4): The 4-stage fourth-order method from [25] ;
• (O4): The 4-stage fourth-order method built in [24] , whose coefficients are available at http://www.gicas.uji.es/Research/splitting-complex.html;
• (SM4): The optimized 4-stage fourth-order method built for the perturbed systems in [27] ;
• (SM(6,4)): The 6-stage fourth-order method built for the perturbed systems in [27] ;
Coefficients of the above splitting schemes are given in Table 1 for the convenience of the reader and have been considered to solve Burgers' equation with periodic boundary conditions and Dirichlet boundary conditions. The most appropriate methods are symmetric BAB composition methods with all a i real and positive valued, b i complex valued having positive real part when solving Burgers' equation with periodic boundary conditions. If one considers spectral methods as a space discretization methods for periodic boundary conditions, this class of methods, namely a i ∈ R + and b i ∈ C + are stable and have less computational cost. For the Dirichlet case, this class of methods are not stable due to finite difference and WENO scheme, which have been used as spatial discretization techniques. In this case, we only use methods with real and positive time steps. On the other hand, for a given method Ψ h which is involve complex time steps, the numerical solutions u n+1 computed by projection of the complex solutions to its real part after completing each time step, namely u n+1 = (Ψ h u n ). Example 1. We consider the simulation of the Burgers' equation (1.1) with
and periodic boundary conditions in the space domain [0, 2π]. We take ν = 0.03, ν = 0.003 and the number of grid points as N = 512 for Fourier spectral discretization in x. We compute the exact solution numerically by using fourth order Runge-Kutta methods based on the method of integrating factors given in [37] for a sufficiently small time step. We measure the error of numerical solution at the end of the time integration in the infinity norm. In Fig. 1 , we compare the accuracy of the splitting methods given in Table 1 on the time interval [0, 2π]. We simulate the solution error versus the number of evaluations of Φ A h which usually requires the more costly computation for several step sizes. For all methods, we clearly observe the classical orders p from the slopes of lines. Clearly, splitting methods with complex coefficients are slightly more accurate than lower order splitting methods with real coefficients and high order extrapolation methods. Furthermore, the standard methods are insensitive w.r.t. the small parameter ν, whereas the splitting methods improve as ν decreases. and the following boundary conditions
Using the Hopf-Cole transformation, the exact solution for this particular problem is given as follows
where
.).
We take ν = 0.1, ν = 0.01 and the size of the discrete diffusion matrix D = 500. We compute the infinity norm error of the numerical solution with respect to (3.8) at the final times t = 1, t = 3 by applying the compositions methods given in Table 1 . The results can be seen in Fig. 2 . As discussed in the paper [26] , error terms are in general not uniformly bounded on the interval [0, T ] for some positive T in the infinite dimensional space when one imposes boundary conditions. Thus the convergence order is no longer guaranteed. For this reason, we observe severe order reductions in the experiments with Dirichlet boundary conditions. One clearly observes in Fig. 2 that the extrapolation schemes are superior than lower order splitting schemes with real coefficients. However, even though the full orders are not obtained, high order splitting schemes produce considerable smaller errors than (6,2) and Strang splitting methods. The sixth order extrapolation scheme produce very accurate results among other schemes in this experiments. It is clear that the splitting method designed for perturbed system drastically improves when decreasing ν. 9) and the same boundary conditions (3.7). The exact solution for this particular problem is given by (3.8) with the coefficients 1, 2, 3 . . .). We choose ν = 0.1, ν = 0.01, the size of the discrete diffusion matrix D = 500 and compute the error at the final times t = 1, t = 3 by applying the same splitting schemes as in the Example 2. The results are collected in Fig. 3 where the superiority of the extrapolation methods are manifest. Furthermore, the sensitivity w.r.t small parameter of the splitting methods which designed for perturbed systems also evident.
Conclusions
We have considered the numerical integration of non-linear Burgers' equations using high order splitting methods with complex coefficients and real positive coefficients. Although there exists many high order accurate numerical methods for pure diffusion and pure advection equations, designing a stable and efficient method for singularly perturbed full PDEs is a challenging task. The suitable methods for diffusion and non linear advection could be applied subsequently without any changes through the higher order splitting methods. To overcome second order barrier of classical splitting algorithms with positive co-efficients, many types of splitting procedures for Burgers' equation with periodic and Dirichlet boundary conditions are discussed through the paper. As alternatives to Lie Trotter and Strang schemes, higher order methods are derived by extrapolation and complex coefficients. Besides, effective spatial discretizations of the subequations are considered depending on the types of boundary conditions. In the numerical examples, the expected order reductions for the Burgers' equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions on bounded domains are reported. It is concluded that the methods designed for perturbed problems taking the advantage of small viscosity number and the sixth-order extrapolation method derived from Strang splitting method show good performance in the experiments with the periodic and Dirichlet boundary conditions respectively. Efficient numerical algorithms for the perturbed mechanical systems are proved very useful for the model of turbulence of fluids. Other initial boundary value problems including Burgers' type non linearities could be integrated by higher order splitting procedures.
